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ALTO AVIATION expands
Florida R&D Facility.
LEOMINSTER, MA. DECEMBER 1, 2014.
ALTO Aviation is pleased to announce the expansion of their Florida R+D facility by
increasing its space by 50%. The new space has been added to support the ongoing
and planned growth of ALTO’s research and new product development
departments. The expanded facility now houses an improved testing lab further
supporting in-house DO-160 testing and TSO certification testing. An aircraft cabin
mockup is in place for use in advanced acoustic research. The facility will also
house an electrical RF screen room to be used for EMC evaluation and certification
testing on new product designs.
As part of the planned growth in the area of research and advanced technologies,
ALTO has appointed their V.P. of Engineering, Steve Scarlata as V.P. of Research
and Development. Scarlata will continue overseeing all of the companies
engineering as well as the research and new product development for the
company.
“I am thrilled at ALTO’s commitment toward expanding our high-end cabin audio
offering by continued investment in research and new product development. It is
exciting to be managing our growing research division and I look forward to my role
in bringing new technologies to market.” Scarlata explained.
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About ALTO Aviation
ALTO Aviation is the premier supplier of high-end audio entertainment systems for
business aviation, offered as standard equipment on Gulfstream G650, G450/550
Elite Series, G280, Falcon F7X, F900, F2000, Embraer Lineage, Legacy 650, 600, 500,
450, Cessna Citation X, Sovereign, Latitude and Sikorsky S-92, and S-70. ALTO is the
preferred choice for after-market and retrofit installations for all business aircraft
small to large. All our systems hold TSO certification.
Every ALTO audio system is custom designed and acoustically contoured specifically
for each cabin installation. ALTO amplifiers and loudspeakers are expertly
engineered to provide the highest level of sound performance at 40,000 feet, using
the latest in digital technology. As a result, every passenger in the cabin gets
transported into a powerful audio experience that rivals the best home and theater
systems.
Everyone at ALTO is passionate about state-of-the-art sound and our company is
fully committed to providing each client with outstanding customer service and
24/7 support. Based in Leominster, MA. and Jupiter, FL., all our systems are proudly
designed, engineered and manufactured in the US.
If you’d like more information or to schedule an interview with one of our ALTO
Aviation representatives, please contact Cristina Scarlata at 978-466-5992 /
cscarlata@altoaviation.com.
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